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The same correspondence is applied to sets of partitions whose hook differences 
lie in the range -(i - 2) s 4 s 2k - i -- 2, which will be called Ci,i(n). The corres- 
pondence leads to a subset of Bk,i(n) which will be called Bi,i[n). This $et h;rs 
been shown by Bressoud [S] to be equinumerous with Ag(n), defined to be the 
set of all partitions of n whose parts are $4, *=i (mod 2k), when OC i < k. The set 
13 s&z) is of particular interest. It is the set of partitions of n into Cr3stinct parts. 
The correspondence in this case is between partitions of yr into distinct parts and 
partitions of n whose hook differences are all 0,l or 2. 
2. operations for c#&J pWtitions 
Three operations’ a, 6 and y which construct C,,, partitions will now be defined. 
Let us suppose that a is an operation that transforms apartition by duplicating its 
main diagonal to the tight i.e. that changes 
a,+1 Q2+1 l .= q-i-1 
b, b2 0.. 6, l 
The inverse operation a‘. ’ is only applicable when a, >O, and a partition in which 
a, > 0 will be called an a-partition. If a, = 0, it will be called a p-partition. The 
operation p transforms a @-partition by duplicating its main diagonal below it 
changing 
( 
‘a, a2- 0 to Q1 a2 l - 0 ‘\ 
b, b2 l -- b, ) ( b,+1 b,+l -0. b,+lI 
and transforms an a-partition by also introducing a new hook. If a, >O, then fl 
transforms 
a1 02 . . . cr, Of 
b,+l 1 b,+l l .0 b,+l 0,’ 
The inver$,e operation f3-’ will only be applied to a p-partition. If b, > 0, it 
subtracts 1 from each bi for 1 <j s t., and if b, = 0, it removes the innermost hook, 
and reduces each of the remaining bi for 1 s j s t - 1 by one. The third operation, 
y changes a partition to its conjugate, i.e. 
The operation a changes a C~,i partition to an a[-Ck.l-l pxrtition because it adds 
one to each hook difference. The operation 6 change, 3 Ck,i Fartition to a 
p-Ck,i+l partition by subtracting one from each hook difference. The operation y 
transforms a Ck,i partition to a &&+1-i partition. 
The following relations hold: 
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The h.ook differences for i = 1 lie in 1 G 4 G 2-k -2. Therefore a, >O, and *he Ck,l 
partitions are all a-pwtitions. 
For 2GXk-1 
Ck+i = aCk4+1+ SGCJ-I* 
The set Qi -QC;S(+, are the S-C;;, partitions, and are prqduced by appying p to 
an Ckzwl partition. The case i = k is an exception, T&e set C,, - aC&i may be 
rewritten C;k - a($&) bum the par&ions C&+* and C& are conjugate sets. 
The last reiati0~ therefore becomes 
For 1 c i < k the recurrence relations may be expanded to 
The algorithm for cmating a seqm3nce of a, fi ami ‘y operations from a Cki 
partition is to test w&tier it is an cr-partitioa 0r a #LpaWoq (&,B. a, F 0). If it 
is an aqmrtitian xmd if i <k thm qqmd cx to tie sequmcx: proclumxl by 
applying CT-* to the part&m, and 3f i = k$qqead csc, y to the sequence ,pmduced 
by applsling 6” to the conjmte partition. If it is a &partition, them p is 
Table 1 
2 
32 G) 0 
‘_ 
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appended to the result of applying 6-l to the plartition. For example, the 
sequence corresponding to 
32 G) 0 
when treated as a & partiticn is (Y, Q!, ‘y, p, (x, a, y, p, & (Y, and is produced in 
the following steps (see Table 1). The partition nay be recovered by reversing the 
sequence and applying the operations to the empty partition. 
3. Operations for Bkl partitions 
The operations (Y, p and y may be re-interpreted in such a way that the 
sequence of operations produced from a Cki (12) partition may be used to 
construct the corresponding Bk,i (n) partition. 
The restrictions placed upon a Bk,i partition become simpler when expressed in 
terms of the multiplicities of its parts §uppcr,- a partition is expressed in terms of 
a sequence cf;.} in which 6 is the number of occurrences of the part j in the 
partition. The sequence is arranged in order of increasing j. The conditions 
pi - pj+k-la 2 and at most i - 1 ones, can be re-expressed as f;: -i-& < k, fi < i. A 
&,# partition may be divided into pairs of adjacent multiplicities (f;-, fi,,) in two 
ways, 
(1) by starting at the smallest part and pairing adjacent (f;:, fi+J in which fi >O, 
and 
(2) by starting at the largest part .pairing (J, fi+l) in which & >O. 
Both methods of division produce the same number of pairs, because both 
methods divide a sequence of adjacent nonzero multiplicities intc the same 
number of pairs. The number of pairs of a &,i partition will be identified with r, 
the number of hooks of the corresponding Ck,i partition. The operation Q will be 
re-interpreted for Bk,i partitions as 8n operation that adds one to each pair by 
changing ef;., fi+1) to ($ - 1, fi+,_ -t 1). It is applied to partitions divided into pails 
starting at the smallest part, in which fi > 0, and clearly preserves the condition 
fi + fi+l < k. If f1 > 0 it reduces the number of ones by 1. The operation (Y 
therefore changes a B k,i partition into a Bk,i-l partition. It changes neither the 
number of parts, nor the number of pairs. 
The inverse operation cu-’ is performed by dividing the partition into pairs 
starting with the largest part, and :suMrac:ting one fram each pair (i.e. &, fi,,) to 
(5 + 1, fi+1- 1)). If this division produces a pair of the form (fo, fi), then cy-’ will 
produce one zero part. In this case the original partition will be called a 
P-partition and the combined effect of applying (Y-’ and removing the zero part 
will be defined as 0-l. For Bk,i partitions, the operation 0 will be defined as (1) 
add one zero part, followed by (2) apply CY. 
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The partitions can be divided into two sets, namely the a-partitions produced 
by applying an cy and the @-partitions produced by applying a 6. The p-partitions 
contain the pair &, fi) when divided from the largest part, and the a-partitions 
do not. The application of a C3 toJan a;partition incTease5 the’number of pairs by 
one, but dozs not change, the number of .pairs of a &patition. In both cases fi is 
increased by one, and SO @ changes a Bk,i partition to a &+I partition. 
The size and number of pairs of a fjk,i pltrtition is therefore changed in the 
same way as the size and number of hooks ok the corresponding Crzi partition 
when a sequence of Q’S and p’s are applied. The transpose operation y is ignored 
when constructing a Bk,i partition. 
The algorithm for creating a sequence of cy, p and y operations from a Bk,i 
partition is to test whether it is an a-partition or a /3-partition. If it is an 
a-partition and if i < k, tkrl append w, and if i = k append cx, ‘y, to the sequence 
produced by applying cv-l to the partition. If it is a p-partition, then p is 
appended to the result of applying P_’ to the partition. 
As an example, the sequence (Y, ty, my, #3, o!, (Y, ‘y, p, p, a produces the & 
partition 5 3 2 in the following stages (see Table 2). 
Table 2 
Operation i 012345 
2 0 
(Y 1 0 
8 2 01 
P 3 02 
Y cr 02 
Cx 3 011 
ff 2 cl02 
P 3 0111 
Y 4 0111 
(;Y 3 0 CI 2 0 1 
a: 2 0 0 1 10 1 
4. Some consequences of the correspondence 
The number of hooks of a Cki(ti!) partition is equal to the number of pairs of 
the corresponding Bk,i (n) partition. By choosing k and i large enough the 
correspondence is between all partitions of n. The number <If partitions of E 
having r hooks is therefore equal to the number having r pairs. An P-&i{ U2:) 
partition corresponds to an p-C’,,(n) partition. Therefore the number of parti- 
tigns of n in which a, = 0 is equal to the number whose pairs (divided starting at 
the largest part) include rfO, fJ_ 
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5. Even modti 
If th,e correspondence is applied to partitions whose hook differences lie in, the 
range -(i - 2) s 4 G 2llc - i - 2 (which will be called C:&) then a subset of the Bk,l 
partitions called B;,i will be obtained. The sole change: to the recurrence relations 
is caused by the fact that the conjugate of a C&+* partition is a C&_1 partition. 
The relations become :
and for l<Xk 
and for i = k 
CL., = a~c;,k-l + 6c;,k-, 
k-l 
cii,k = ~Yc”,.~. -1+ 
j=l 
The further restriction placed upon the Bk,i partitions is to the pairs of adjacent 
multiplicities (fi, fi, J in which fi +fi+I = k - 1. The value ifi +u + l)fi+, of these 
must be even if i is odd, and odd if i iis even. This can be seen from the recursion 
equations, as follows. The effect of aptplying a! or p is to change the parity of the 
va’lues of every acijacent pair that contains a nonzero multiplicity, and to change 
the parity of i. Onre a pair has been created by an a! followed by a sequence of 
6’:; then the y;?.iin fi + h+* remains the same. By substituting empty partitions as 
va ues of C’iWi we find that CL,i can contain all pairs with odd or even values when 
fi -7 fi+,<k- 1 I The only new pair created in which fi + 4+1 = k - 1 is the pair 
fl = k - 1, f2 ==: 0. This pair has the value k - 1 and all applications of ~1 and p to it 
preserve the property ifi + (J’ + l)fi+, = i - 1 (mod 2). 
'i hik restriction in thte case of B’ 3.2 means that only the pairs (1: 0) and (1,l) are 
permitted. In other words. the correspondence is between partitions of n into 
dts?inct parts an4 C;,,, i.e. partitions of n whse hook differences arc; all 0,l or 2. 
An example of the correspondence for ye = 9 is given below (see Table 3), 
Table 3 
Distinct 
P_ 
8 
71 
52 
53 
521 
43 1 
mm-_ -_ 
CL* Sylvester Glaisher 
---- 
5 l3 1” ‘I8 
4 2 I2 3 15 7 1 
431 513 3” 32 
42 7 1 5 ? 
32 2 32 l2 5 1” 
5 2 1 5 3 3 I5 
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together with the partitions into o& parts given by Sylvester’s and Gkisher’s 
correspondences. There does not sem to be any mkxe obvious correspondewe 
between CL, and partitions into odd parts. 
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